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Isolating with babies under 1yr
Adjusting to life with newborn multiples is already a tough job, add into the mix
having to isolate and losing in-person support from friends and family and life
suddenly gets even tougher. We've put together this guide, packed with handy hints
and tips, to help you manage over the coming weeks.

Stick to your routine

If possible, try and stick to your daily
routine – consistency with multiples is
important for your day to run smoothly and
gives your babies a sense of continuity.
Elongate activities

Your days may feel a little longer as you’re
restricted from your usual activities, use this
as an opportunity to spend time on your
daily tasks with your babies. For example,
in the mornings when the babies wake and
feed, spend a little more time upstairs than
you normally would, perhaps having extra
cuddles. You could even bring some toys,
or a play mat upstairs. Consider making
bath time slightly longer – you could offer
naked time on a warm towel before the
bath or add some toys to the bath for your
babies to enjoy.

Create a change of scene

It is important for the babies to
continually have a change of
environment during the day,
particularly if most of your time is at
home. Make sure you utilise all the
rooms in your house and set up
activities in different rooms to give the
babies a change of scenery, even if this
is as simple as relocating your bouncer
chairs to the kitchen while you make a
cup of tea!

Fresh air to promotes sleep

Try and give your babies fresh air once a
day – whether this is a quick walk around
the garden or a long walk in the pram, any
fresh air is important and should help with
a good night’s sleep.

Do something everyday

Plan to set up at least one or two ageappropriate activities per day if possible.
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Easy activities to do at home
Mirror play
Find a mirror and lay it on the floor, or lay one against the
wall and floor for your babies to explore their reflections.
This can also be a wonderful adaption for encouraging
babies to have tummy time to strengthen the neck
muscles and upper body strength.

Create a treasure basket
Make a treasure basket with a variety of different
objects of different shapes and textures. Some
items you can include: off-cuts of different
textured fabrics, sponge, wooden spoons, shells,
sieve, bells, little pans, egg box, the list is endless!
We encourage you to look for items that are
made from natural materials; this will help your
babies explore different textures, and senses.

Find new toys
Open your kitchen cupboards
and drawers; these are treasure
troves for your little ones. Select
some pans, wooden spoons, and
plastic spoons for your babies to
explore. Ensure all the items are
clean and are safe to play with,
then lay a mat out on the floor
and let the babies experiment
with these new toys!
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Sensory bottles
Sensory bottles - this is an excellent, cheap and
easy activity for all babies. Grab some empty
plastic bottles place some buttons/glitter/sequins
in the bottle, add water, seal the lid with
SUPERGLUE and you’re away. You can also do
this with dry pasta or rice and no water to make
musical bottles for your babies, depending on
how noisy you want your home to become.
Messy play
Messy play can be a great activity for babies but
can indeed be messy, especially with three or
four babies. Find some cornflour in your
cupboard, mix it with water and it will make
gloop. Pour this into a tray, or onto a messy mat,
and let them explore the texture. The great thing
is it’s safe if they put their hands in their mouths.

*Activities appropriate for a household of ranging children ages

Easy activities to do at home

Edible paint
When it comes to painting,
babies only need around
two colours to play with. You
will need some plain paper
for them to paint onto, then
encourage them to use
either their fingers, a cotton
bud or a paint brush to
explore and create a picture.
Once finished, ensure you
completely dry their artwork
in direct sunlight.

To make the paint mix a
table spoon of Greek yogurt
or you can use regular
yogurt and baby rice, then
you can either mix with a
drop of food colouring or if
you would prefer keep it
natural mix coloured food
items.
Also, note that eating edible
paints shouldn't be
encouraged, and with this in
mind, it is worth making
sure that you don't start this
activity until after your
babies have eaten.
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Foods you can use to colour edible paint:
Pink: strawberries, raspberries
Red: beetroot, tomato puree
Orange: carrots, paprika, sweet potato
Yellow: saffron, turmeric
Green: matcha, chopped spinach
Blue: red cabbage and baking soda
Purple: blueberries

*Activities appropriate for a household of ranging children ages

Easy activities to do at home
Tummy time
Encourage lots of tummy time. Try and do tummy time two times a day for a
few minutes each time. This can be with all your babies together or individually.
You can put a book or mirror on the floor for your babies to look as and when
they lift their heads.
Baby drum circle
An easy activity that utilises your resources at home, to develop hand eye
coordination, is a baby drum circle. Create a circle of pots and pans, metal and
plastic, ranging in sizes. Sit your babies in the middle with metal and/or wooden
spoons and allow them to explore the different sounds. This is something that
older children also really enjoy.
High chair ribbons
You can tie rattles, shakers, spoons and small toys to the back of their highchair
with ribbon. This is a great activity for children who are learning to stand, as it
will encourage them to pull themselves up, stretch and balance. You could
always shorten the ribbons each day to challenge your babies as they become
stronger and more confident.
Washing line
This is great for getting your babies more fresh-air without going for another
walk. Wrap them up, put them in their bassinet and wheel them into the
garden under the washing line. Attach some of their toys to the washing line
and let them watch them move in the wind. Small babies equally enjoy
watching the trees dance in the wind.
Balloons and bells
For little babies that aren’t moving or sitting, you can gently tie bells or balloons
to their wrists and ankles as they lie on their back, encouraging them to wriggle
to cause sound and movement.
Texture Bags
Go around your house and collect different pieces of off cut fabric or old scarfs
that range in colour, texture, pattern, weight etc. place them all into a little bag
for your children to explore. This is a great opportunity for your children to
independently explore the resource with supervision to ensure safety.
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*Activities appropriate for a household of ranging children ages

Isolating with
toddlers & children
Children, like adults, may be feeling anxious at this time. Children often express this
· in a variety of ways, including regressions in behaviour. Try to talk to children about
their emotions - using books and puppets can also be helpful. Behaviour shifts are
extremely normal during periods of change, so maintaining your boundaries will be
key to providing children with consistency. Also try and break down your day into
manageable one hour chunks to avoid feeling overwhelmed.

Teach self-reliance
Self-isolating means that amongst other
things, we have more time at home. This is
an opportunity to use that in your favour.
Encourage the children to get themselves
dressed each day, free from pressure and
time frames.

You could also let the children help with
meal prep, cutting, spreading, peeling,
mixing.

Get outside

Try to head out at least once a day, even if
it’s raining. Go for a shorter, puddle-jumping
walk - this allows young children to burn off
their energy. The fresh air will also help
them to focus and concentrate on an
activity at home later. If the weather is
milder go for a longer walk as every day will
be different.

Turn daily tasks into games
For young children the best way to achieve the daily tasks is to make a game out of it.
You could draw a ‘friendly virus bug’ in felt tip on the back of their hand and make a
game of washing their hands, explaining that the aim is to make their little germ
vanish by the end of the day with regular, correct hand-washing.
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Easy activities to do at home

Do something everyday

Organise two structured activities every day, so as not to over-work and overwhelm
yourself. There will be limitations to what you can do, due to the circumstances / your
home environment and/or the weather, so you may have to get creative. Here's a few
ideas to get you started:

Make their own bubble mix (using
washing up liquid, sugar and water)

Yoga session (cosmic kids on YouTube,
is an excellent resource)

Find an old magazine and give them
scissors, glue stick, felt tips to create their
own story book

Give them a cloth with some anti bac
on and encourage them to wipe door
handles, taps, remotes etc.

At story time they could act out the story
as you tell it

Offer them the opportunity to
FaceTime and Skype their friends and
vulnerable family such as
grandparents

Create scavenger hunts around the house
Junk modelling
Self-portraits of one another
Water play in the shower or bath

Educational TV (David Attenborough
documentaries are our favourite), or a
classic Disney movie is always a
success.

Visual planner
You could also put together a visual plan
of your day for/with your children. Try to
include some small daily task/chores your
tiny humans can help with. This will give
them purpose and they may enjoy ticking
them off as their day progresses.
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Easy activities to do at home
Making roads/tracks

Use masking tape on the floor to create roads/tracks. You can use any sort of tape
but masking tape is easier for children to rip and allows them independence. It’s
also great as you can use any mark maker to create whatever surface you want including but not limited to paths, roads, junction or train tracks.
Vehicle printing

Stick some sheets of paper together on the floor or table, using masking tape. Offer
two or three colours of paint on separate plates, with a selection of plastic vehicles.
Let the children roll their cars/trucks/trains through the paint and on the paper to
create patterns, textures and art. Once they are finished you could extend the play
to a car wash, offering a warm bucket of water, cloth, tooth brush or sponge and a
towel.
Potion making / mud pies

Have a little hunt around the house for things you can include on your 'potions tray'.
Little hotel miniatures work well, as do mini kitchen oils, glitter, sieves, small cups
and containers, teaspoons, pestle and mortar, herbs and spices, chalk and mini
cheese graters. To make mud pies then simply carry out the activity in the garden,
adapting what you offer. Lightly hose down an old flower bed, offering scissors for
taking small cuttings from the environment and provide a bucket of water and/or
sand.
Flower arranging

When you're next on a walk, take a bucket and collect cuttings and flowers. Bring
them home, give the children a jug of water, scissors, and range of containers. and
ask the children to create an arrangement. Extend the activity, if they are engaging
well, by giving them pencils and paper to draw the arrangements they have
created. This activity encourages children to talk about the world around them, and
explore nature.
TOP TIP
Sensory / messy activities are often best explored in the bath.
The children need a wash down anyway and this way they are
already in the right place. Plus it will be contained and quick
to tidy away. Equally it is out the way, so you can always come
back and tidy the environment later.
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Easy activities to do at home
Teach a new skill
Riding a bike/tying shoelaces/getting dressed
As you have fewer time constraints, isolation
provides a valuable opportunity for mastering new
skills, either at home or outside. Children enjoy
independence and accomplishing small tasks such
as getting dressed, which can often support positive
behaviour.
Water play
This is a great way of making bath time fun and
engaging young minds. You can explore floating
and sinking, add bubble mixture for sensory fun or
jugs and pots to practice transferring and pouring
for older children. Bath time does not have to just
be about getting clean.
Shaving foam
Shaving foam is great for spreading on a coloured,
wipeable surface and drawing / mark making in.
You can extend this by adding bath toys.
Ice play
Freeze some little toy figures in small containers of
water or ice cube trays and freeze (day before). Then
take out of the containers and place in a tray or dish
with a range of tools such as forks, paint brushes,
spoons plus a cup of warm coloured water and a full
salt shaker. Now let your children spend hours
digging for the treasure in the ice!
Den building
Great for story time or fancy dress/role play, as well
as developing construction skills and imagination.
All you need is a table and a large sheet!
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Easy activities to do at home

Water painting
This is an easy activity with minimal mess and can be used to
practice numbers and letters to develop early literacy skills.
Undertake in the garden, or on the balcony, offering a bucket of
water and some varying sized paint brushes. Allow them to paint,
patios/fences/drive ways. Once finished, the sunshine will dry it
up and they can start again. You can even extend this by offering
chalk.
Sticking activity
Allow your child to practice their scissor skills by cutting things
out of old catalogues, magazines, travel brochures and sticking
them onto some plain paper. If you want to focus the activity, you
could ask them to choose blue items, animals, or things that go
together. Alternatively, create a themed collage based on your
children’s interests. You can then extend the activity if they’re
enjoying it by adding glitter glue, stamps, stickers or felt-tips to
create detail.
Shadow drawing
Pick a toy, take it into a sunny spot of the garden and place it on
some paper. Then draw round the shadow it casts. Then take it
inside and fill in the details by adding colour. You could even do
this at the beginning of the day, and every hour, drawing around
the changing shadow to see how it moves.

Don't forget to encourage down time
Down time is more important than ever, so encourage
children of any age who do not nap to read/listen to
audiobooks in their room for an hour after lunch. If you
have a timer this can help. During this time, you can
practise self-care and set up an activity for an afternoon.
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Recipes for eating

SIMPLE
CUPCAKES
INGREDIENTS
110g softened butter
110g golden caster sugar
2 large eggs
½ tsp vanilla extract
110g self-raising flour
Add raisins, chocolate
chips or lemon zest to this
recipe for variations

METHOD
Heat oven to 180c
Fill a 12 cupcake tray with cases.
• Mix butter and sugar
Whisk in eggs
Add ½ tsp vanilla extract, 110g self-raising flour and a
pinch of salt
Whisk until just combined then spoon the mixture
into the cupcake cases.
Bake for 15 mins until golden brown and a skewer
inserted into the middle of each cake comes out
clean
Leave to cool completely on a rack

METHOD
Pre heat your oven to 150c
Depending of the age of the children you can either
measure everything into individual bowls for them
to pour in and mix or you can all them you weigh an
ingredient out each, pouring and following the
number on the scales
Mix all the ingredient together
Give each of the children a piece of grease proof
paper and a portion of the dough to explore
Offer cutters and a looking pin. If you don’t have
cookie cutters just use the children’s water cups,
you can also use the side of the cup as rolling pin
Lift the all their work on the paper and place
straight in the oven, just ensuring all of the dough is
now no more than 1cm high
Bake for 15-20 mins
Extent the activity by decorating your biscuits

BASIC
BISCUITS
INGREDIENTS
110g butter
50g honey
1 teaspoon of vanilla
175g self-raising flour
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Recipes for playing

NON-COOK QUICK PLAYDOUGH
INGREDIENTS
110g softened butter
2 cups plain flour (all purpose)
2 tbsps vegetable oil
(baby oil & coconut oil work too)
1/2 cup salt
2 tbsps cream of tartar
1 to 1.5 cups boiling water (add in
increments until it feels just right)
Gel food colouring (optional)
Scent such as, lemon zest, dried
ginger, tea tree oil, lavender (optional)
Glitter (optional)

METHOD
Mix the flour, salt, cream of tartar and
oil in a large mixing bowl
Add food colouring to the boiling water
then into the dry ingredients
Stir continuously until it becomes a
sticky, combined dough
Allow it to cool down then take it out of
the bowl and knead it vigorously for a
couple of minutes until all of the
stickiness has gone.
If it remains a little sticky then add a
touch more flour until it’s just right
Store in a sealed plastic container so it
does not dry out

METHOD
Rainbow rice is excellent for practicing fine motor skills
including pouring, transferring and mark making
Divide the rice into the zip loc bags, using one bag per
colour that you want to make
Place 1 cup of rice in each bag, and add 1 tsp of vinegar and
1/8 tsp of your chosen food colouring
SEAL THE BAG!
The next step is the most fun and the children love to do
this themselves!
Simply squish and shake the rice all around inside the bag
using your hands to make sure the food colouring is evenly
dispersed
If you want the rice to be a deeper colour add more food
colouring!·
Once it is fully coated, simply tip each colour out onto a tray
or shallow dish and leave to dry
Depending on how well spread out it is, it can be dry in as
quickly as an hour

RAINBOW
RICE
INGREDIENTS
1 Dried rice
Zip loc bags
Vinegar
Food coloring
175g self-raising flour

TOP TIP:
PLACE A KITCHEN TOWEL ON THE
TRAY BEFORE PLACING THE RICE
TO HELP IT DRY QUICKER
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Remember to look
after your own wellbeing
We recognise that being at home and isolated from your usual routines, friends, and family can
be challenging, so we have put together a few ideas that you might find helpful.

Get outside
If you're lucky enough to have a garden or
balcony, taking some time to connect with
nature can be beneficial, even if it is as
simple as nurturing your house plants or
window boxes.

Start the day right
While we know it’s tempting to enjoy a
pyjama day, research shows that keeping
to a daily routine supports wellbeing, so as
often as possible make sure you get up,
dressed and washed.
Practise self-care
We know you are very busy caring for your
children. However, it is equally important
to think about yourself as you cannot pour
from an empty cup! Try to find a time in
the day when the babies are sleeping, or if
you and your partner can take it in turns
to each have 30 minutes downtime to do
something for yourselves.
Exercise
Physical health and mental health are
closely linked, so find time for a little light
exercise - it can really boost your serotonin
levels. This could be a light walk out with
the babies, a YouTube yoga video, or even
sharing shifts with your partner and
popping out for a short run.
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Keep in touch with friends & family
Carve out time in your day or evening to
speak to loved ones on the phone, or even
on facetime, this can help boost your mood
and reduce isolation.
Think Gratitude
Taking a few moments to reframe your
mindset and focus on some positive
aspects of your life can be a powerful habit
to start. Research has demonstrated that
people who keep gratitude journals often
experience higher quality sleep (what
parent wouldn’t benefit from this).

Take 5 minutes at the end of each day
before going to bed to note down 3 things
you are grateful for today. You can keep
your points simple such as feeling grateful
for beautiful weather, or managing to read
your book. Some things may be bigger
accomplishments, such as having a great
conversation with a friend or your babies
sleeping through nap time. Either way,
simply remind yourself of the things you
have to be grateful for can help you feel
good about life and boost wellbeing.

Multiple Milestones, always
here to help...

"They were so lovely, incredibly
helpful and gave me lots of great
advice in such a supportive way.
You are all so kind giving up your
time for us and I just wanted you
to know that we are very
grateful."

"They gave me a rare respite
by bathing the gang last
night and putting them to
sleep whilst I fed the eldest
dinner. That was amazing!"

"The girls offered such great
advise and tips and looking
back I dont think I would have
been able to get that kind of
help from a quick Google
search. I just wish we met
months ago!"

We are dedicated to supporting higher
order multiples, aged 0 to 5, and their
families throughout England and Wales.
To find out more about the online support, telephone befriending and athome help services we provide, visit our website
www.multiplemilestones.co.uk

Disclaimer This document is to offer you practical tips on self-isolating at home with your triplets and quadruplets
and is not in place of professional medical advice.

